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22-23 Grantees
Seeking Renewal for 23-24 Grants

Purpose & Agenda

Agenda:
1. New TVC Grant Portal capabilities & limitations
2. Which current grants will be competing to Renew for 2023-2024?
3. Your current grant project: Is it good (as is) for next grant year?
4. Amendments needed?
5. What if…?
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Purpose: Share important information to 2022-2023 grantees (who are 
seeking renewal based on performance) for the next grant period, 
2023-2024
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New TVC Grant Portal
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1. ONE organization profile
2. Primary & Secondary Moderators (1 or 2 grant projects)
3. Moderators can create multiple users relative to the organization 

and grant project(s)

Grant information cannot migrate from current 
GovGrants system to new TVC Grant Portal system.

New TVC Grant Portal
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1. Application portal opens for 2023-2024 Grants on or after 
10/5/2022 – open for 60 days

2. All current grantees required to register an account and submit a 
grant application for 23-24 in new system during the application 
window – regardless of your status this year (Awarded or Renewed 
Grant)
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This Year Only – Grantees Seeking Renewal Must…
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If you want to be considered for renewal, REPLICATE your grant project 
budget, scope, and beneficiary AS IS in the TVC Grant Portal.
*Must be an exact replication of your current approved grant project.

If you do not want to considered for renewal in your current grant 
program (GA, VMH, VTC, H4TH) - TVC requires a signed letter from your 
signature authority stating your decision to withdraw from renewal 
consideration for the 2023-2024 grant period – for that grant program.
*The non-consideration letter will be presented to the Commission 

during the May Commission meeting.
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These 96 Grantees applied for 2022-2023 grants and were 
awarded by the Commission in May 2022.
Per the RFA, these 96 grantees are INELIGIBLE to apply for a grant 
in 2023-2024 because they must meet renewal criteria specified 
by the Commission. If renewed in May 2023, they will be renewed 
one time for one additional year.

For the New TVC Grant Portal: 
1. Data cannot be migrated from current to new system.
2. Even though these 96 grantees are ineligible to apply 

for a new grant, they must create an account and 
replicate their current grant project – just as if they 
were applying for the first time.

3. The application (replicated from current grant) will not 
be included in the application review process. 

4. If/when the organization meets the renewal criteria 
per the RFA and the Commission approves renewal, 
the “replicated application” will be fast-forwarded to 
negotiation phase as a renewed grant.

Grantees Seeking Renewal
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Grantees Seeking Renewal
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“Replicated Applications”: Amendment Scenarios
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1. Grantee wants to replicate current grant as an application but 
wants to change the budget (more staff, more salary, more client 
services, less other direct, etc).  AMENDMENT

2. Grantee wants to replicate current grant as an application but 
wants to add/subtract counties to be served, or veteran discharge 
statues, or add/remove dependents & surviving spouses. 
AMENDMENT

“Replicated Applications”:  Non-Amended Scenarios
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1. Grantee wants to replicate current grant as an application but for less than the current 
amount because the 2023-2024 RFA limits amounts. 

Solution: Re-work budget to the lower grant amount allowed and submit application that meets RFA 
requirements.

2. Grantee wants to replicate current grant as an application but for less than the current 
amount because GovGrants did not allow increments of $5K for grant amounts 
requested.  Example: Grantee needed only $270K but had to apply/accept $300K for 
this grant period. 

Solution: Re-work budget to the lower grant amount and submit application that meets RFA 
requirements.

3. Grantee wants to replicate current grant as an application to be considered for 
renewal. Grantee also wants to apply for a SECOND GRANT in a different program.

Solution: FIRST, ensure that current grant is replicated and submitted IAW RFA requirements. 
SECOND, create a second application for the next grant program and submit when completed.
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Funding Amount Limits – Section IV of RFA
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“Replicated Applications”:  Not Considered
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1. Grantee wants to replicate current grant as an application but for a 
higher total grant amount. Will not be considered.

2. Grantee wants to replicate current grant as an application but for a 
different service category within the same grant program. Will not be 
considered.

3. Grantee does not want to be considered for renewal in their current 
grant program. Instead, grantee wants to apply for a different grant 
program.
Solution:  Grantee obtains letter from signature authority declining consideration for 
renewal FIRST, and then creates application for different grant program that meets RFA 
requirements.
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Application Guidelines – Section IV of RFA
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Questions?

rfaquestions@tvc.Texas.gov
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